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**Abstract**

Between 2017 and 2019 I went through the experience of depression and consequently I developed anxiety. In the beginning, in the months of November and December 2017, I found myself in a deep despair, not knowing how to identify what was happening. As an intervention, I went through consultations with the psychologist, where I had conversations, writing and positive affirmations. After these consultations I improved and got out of my depressed state. Awareness in the consultations with the psychologist made me realize how far I was from who I am and from this contact with a professional I was able to gain clarity about my condition and learned techniques to maintain my self-care constant.

---

**Case report**

In the second half of 2017, it marked my first experience with the depressive state. At first, which was in November 2017, I did not know I was dealing with depression, in January 2018, at the encouragement of family members, I was taken to a psychologist and later diagnosed with mild depression. Before I knew the diagnosis, I had a routine medical check-up and the results were that I was healthy, so my family members were unable to identify what was happening to me. I also didn’t know how to tell what was happening to me, I just felt like my physical energy was gone and my mind was tired, empty and like I couldn’t think or even reason. My reflection felt blurry and like my vision had gotten tired so I just wanted to close my eyes. I thought it was just a 7 day phase and all the tired feeling would go away and then everything would be fine. But it ended up that it completed a month of this whole situation and did not return to my state that I considered “normal”, which was my state of great vigor, that woman who could stand everything and who would not let herself rest, was an active woman. That first month I didn’t have the energy to eat my meals, shower or eat. Just stood there and closed his eyes, and then despair came at being in that state, dependent on others to do the most basic tasks of everyday life. she cried a lot and couldn’t say a word, couldn’t ask for a glass of water, it was like she was in a coma, just listening to everything and immobile in a bed. Was waiting for someone to realize that was immobile and then the person saw that he needed help because he was crying, and then despaired because found myself in a world in which had never found myself, as if were in an inner darkness. In this dependent state stayed for two months (November and December 2017). After those two months, met the psychologist and started doing sessions with her. After these sessions noticed an improvement, as if my soul had returned to my body and started to have strength, energy and vigor to do my basic activities. The psychologist did not recommend medicine to me, she only did writing practices to identify values and identify my qualities and defects, and she told my whole story in front of the mirror. After these practices was fine and stopped doing the sessions. In the second half of 2018 and 2019 had relapses and went back to doing the practices again and getting...
out of the depressed state again. The last time relapsed, which was in May 2019 until August of the same year, immersed myself in the process of self-knowledge and started to better understand what was really going through. It was in that last relapse of 2019 that I started to perceive anxiety and since then have tried to get around this feeling that when it gets intense it is as if we were going to die. With self-knowledge, spirituality and self-love have overcome this state that is more appeased in me every day.